Assessing functioning of the prefrontal cortical subregions with auditory evoked potentials in sleep-wake cycle.
Our previously observations showed that the amplitude of cortical evoked potentials to irrelevant auditory stimulus (probe) recorded from several different cerebral areas was differentially modulated by brain states. At present study, we simultaneously recorded auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) from the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) in the freely moving rhesus monkey to investigate state-dependent changes of the AEPs in the two subregions of prefrontal cortex. AEPs obtained during passive wakefulness (PW), active wakefulness (AW), slow wave sleep (SWS) and rapid-eye-movement sleep (REM) were compared. Results showed that AEPs from two subregions of prefrontal cortex were modulated by brain states. Moreover, a significantly greater increase of the peak-to-peak amplitude (PPA) of N1-P1 complexes appears in the DLPFC during PW compared to that during AW. During REM, the PPA of N1-P1 complexes presents a contrary change in the two subregions with significant difference: a significant increase in the DLPFC and a slight decrease in the VMPFC compared to that during AW. These results indicate that the modulation of brain states on AEPs from two subregions of the prefrontal cortex investigated is also not uniform, which suggests that different subregions of the prefrontal cortex have differential functional contributions during sleep-wake cycle.